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Next Meeting – May 10th, 2014,Clear Lake Park Building– 7:00 PM
give me trouble you must know this little art
work got me severl flying points!!!

IN THE PITS
by Mike Laible

I have to start this months letter out with a
light hearted sory.
My wife, Ava, teaches English Comp at San
Jacinto College. She has been teaching for
only 10 years thus it is her second career. I
think this is a strong suit and she has fresh
ideas from her private business experience.
With that said, she has started a yearly event
called “Get Lit” and has funded through
grants on education in lititure. Her part is a
booth about Shakespere “Midnight Summers
Dream”. Ava asked me if I could make a faux
wedding cake. Hummmmm, sure.

Ok, now onto modelling stuff. The April
meeting was well attended and I hope you
enjoy the pictures in the meeting write up.
This was a great meeting and had more than
airplanes for show and tell.
The other day at the field I learned a very
important lesson. Humility. Yep, you need to
have some in this hobby. I was asked to
maiden a warbird. Of course I accepted. I
checked the internet for the manual on line
and read the CG location and throws. Once
at the field the plane was set-up and ready to
go. We balanced the plan and seemed right
on line. I usually like it forward of the plans
but thought – OK. I also was ready to take off
and saw that the throws seemed high and
was asking about dual rates when I noticed
something funny about the ailerons – yep,
backwards. Ok ready go.
The first flight lasted all of 45 seconds and my
heart rate went from 60 to 120 (good news –
no chest pains). So a little tail heavy.

Above is the boxes I used, glued them
togetger, and whipped up some of that Rock
Hard for the faux icing. I just knew I would
use for that suff. Next a little white paint and
bamm - a wedding cake. Now, before you

Why am I writing this? Because, we must all
have humilty. Humble ourselves that no
matter how long we have been flying treat
every flight like you are a beginner.
As always, Godspeed and safe landings.
Mike L.
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APRIL MEETING
by Mike Laible and Kent Stromberg

You guys are making the meetings so
enjoyable. You guys out did yourselves.
Frank Clemenson returned with his steam
boat. This is an incredible model. The first
pic is a far view of the complete boat.

Next up was Larry Bailey describing his carving
talents. He describes how he carves the
original and then digitally scans the piece. He
then makes a new piece with a high speed
router. He also noted that he sells the digital
scan on-line for other people and make a copy.

Frank giving a brief overview of his project. It is
a scratch built kit and has a working steam
engine.

Larry is showing his next project. An Eagle.

This is a close up of the steam engine. You
can see the gas tank, boiler, and pistons. One
thing I missed the night of the meeting but clear
in this picture is the head. I bet you it flushes.
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Larry thanks for sharing that with us.
Next up is Bill Schwander talking about his
models he builds for the kids.

Next is Cecil Sorres Corsair from FMS and
comes stock as a Korea war era fighter
bomber.
Close up of the completed models.

Next Don White is describing his plane that
was built by Bill Schwander. Come on Don,
can’t you build your own planes. I build all my
planes!
Anyway, a nice looking model and Bill just
about uses anything in the garage for all the
scale extras.

Here is Cecil’s description:
“I wanted to model Lt Jg Cunningham’s plane. He
flew with VF 17 in the Solomon Islands in 1943. I
stripped all of the decals and as much paint as I
could get off.
Before doing any assembly I discovered the paint
on these foam warbirds can come off easily in
places and holds so well in other places that it pulls
up chunks of foam. I was holding tiny pieces of
paint with tweezers and cutting them away with a
razor blade laying on the wing at the end of the
stripping operation.
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After spackling the holes I painted it with latex from
Home Depot. I can't spray paint where I live so it is
painted with brushes.
I ordered a Navy pilot bust for it and finished filling,
smoothing and painting it. I sent Callie a picture of
the aircraft and she made my decals for it. I made a
three blade propeller for it using the hub from a T
28 and Corsair prop blades.
Finally I put the gunpowder smears and exhaust
and oil stains on it using ground charcoal. I also cut
the cockpit canopy and glued it in the open position
to simulate the landing configuration of navy
fighters and make the pilot and instrument panel
more visible.
I had the instrument panel made by SAC in Kansas
City.
I freed the tail hook from the stowed position it is
manufactured in so it hangs out on approach.
It has been maidened and has become a regular
flyer in my warbird squadron.”

Great job Cecil and boy does it look good.

That’s all for the show and tell of the meeting.
See what you are missing!
MINUTES
 Guests-2 Lee Spinner of rocket club and
Frank Clemenson
 Model of the Month plaques given out
 Membership we are gaining one to two
members per month
 Treasurer report $5406.00 on hand
 Swap meet earned 170.00 after bills paid
 Fun Fly no picnic as cooks out of town.
Will start at 9:00AM
 Discussion of planning an all Scale event
thinking about it
 Herman will sponsor Float fly in at his
home
 Shirt order discussion 6 people signed
up for the fishing shirt style mike feels
cub should order more of the t shirt style

APRIL MOM
Bruce Hilty is showing off his newly purchased
Maxford Nieuport – 28 EP 40. The model was
featured in Model Aviation article written by
Terry Dunn. The model has a 40” wingspan
and has about an 8 minute flight time.
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This pic is of Bucky (RC Hobby Shop) flying
his Zirolli Hellcat with no fear. What a show
he put on.

Cecil Sorres and his highly modified FMS
Corsair.

WHATS UP AROUND THE CLUB
by Michael Laible

First up this month is the Alvin Big Bird. I
showed up and old Fitz was saving me a
parking spot. We rolled out the canopy and
set up our big birds. I had my SPAD XIII and
B-25 and Fits had his racing plane of some
sorts and a German WWII observation plane
called the Blohm and Voss BV-141. Fitz’s
plane got a lot of second looks. Sorry Fitz,
for some reason I didn’t get a good shot of
your plane.

It turned out to be a good day and fun was
had by all.
Next set of photos is my P-51 and David
Angel’s Corsair. I didn’t catch the
photographer’s name but boy oh boy, some
kind of photos. The first is the P-51 coming in
for touch down after a long mission. I now
have over 100 flights on this old bird. Still
one of my favorites.

Here are a couple of shots of David’s Corsair.
This must be the second flight because on
the first the planes attitude was vertical most
of the time (a little tail heavy).
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Another great in flight photo. David, nice job
on the plane.

Next up is the fuselage. As of last
conversation he has the fuse well laid out and
glues.
That’s all for now folks, until next time.
Remember to send in those pics with a short
note. Lets share of discoveries with the club
members.

Lets see what is the going on at the St. Louis
production plant. It seems everyone is
working away. The wing is near competition
and final sanding is taking place for the wing.

THE LIFE OF A LIPO BATTERY
by Russell Shanks
After ordering, it’s with great anticipation that I await
the arrival of a new lithium polymer (lipo) battery for
one of my planes. Here is my mental checklist of what I
consider in buying a new lipo battery:
1. My battery checklist starts with the plane (or
planes) in which the lipo will be installed.
Sometimes it’s one battery for one plane but as
time passes I’m buying planes that can all use the
same battery to save money. Every battery brand
has different physical dimensions of the same type
of battery. A 3 cell 30c 2200 mah lipo from E-Flite
will be a different form factor than a Turnigy lipo of
the same configuration. So look at the L x W x H
dimensions of your battery bay before plunking
down your hard earned money.
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Capacity: 2200mAh
Voltage: 3S1P / 3 Cell / 11.1v
Discharge: 30C Constant / 40C Burst
Weight: 190g (including wire, plug & shrink wrap)
Dimensions: 108x36x26mm
Balance Plug: JST-XH
Discharge plug: XT60
2. The number of cells that your power setup uses is
the next consideration. This is the “S” number.
For example, a 3S-30C-2200 lipo is 3 cells.
Remember from previous discussions that a 3S
lipo is 11.1 volts (nominal, uncharged condition).
If you use the wrong number you will be woefully
underpowered or possibly fry your electronics.

3. Now, decide how much “gas” you need in your
electronic tank. This is the mah number of the
battery (2200 in our example above). This too
depends on the battery bay of the plane. Buy as
big an amount as your plane will physically hold,
both physical dimensions of the battery and the
weight of the battery must be considered here.
That being said, sometimes lighter is better for
performance planes.
4. The “C” rating of the battery is very important.
Lower C-rated batteries are as much as 50%
cheaper than higher rated ones. This rating is how
much electronic “gas” can flow through the wires.
A plumbing analogy would be a bigger pipe for the
water to flow through. The effect is giving the
motor more power but the cost is that it can
expend the power more quickly. For normal,
relaxed flying, a 20-30 C-rated lipo is fine.
Performance aircraft will use 40C and higher. I use
65C or higher on most of my EDF jets. Higher C
rating will let you fly at a lower throttle due to
having more power and save “gas”. But when
needed it will also let you have the extra oomph for
that cool maneuver.

5. Next, what kind of power connector does the
battery have on it when you purchase it? I must
admit that I buy some lipos just because it has the
right connector and I won’t have to cut off the
connector that came with the battery and solder on
another one. I have used them all and I have
settled on HXT 4mm connectors because they are
easiest for me to solder, they hold together well,
they have the easiest connectors to snap on, and
handle more current than the others.

The EC3 connectors
come standard on all E-Flite batteries and the
ESCs of all E-Flite planes, Parkzone planes, and
Hobby Zone Planes by default. I found EC3’s wires
can work lose from the solder joint fairly easily
over time and now do not use them.

The Dean’s
plugs (also known as T-Plugs) are probably the
most prevalent in the hobby industry. I CANNOT
solder a Dean’s plug for love nor money. It’s just
too small of an area to work for my sausage
fingers.
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You can buy battery adapters (4mm HXT to XT-60)
that change one kind of connector to another with no
soldering. I have used these but try not to because it’s
just another piece of wiring that could fail.

6. Where to buy batteries? Lots of choices here.
Local hobby shops are convenient (Samano’s,
Odyssey, RC Hobby Shop) but almost always the
most expensive choice. I try to buy from places in
the good ole USA even though most lipos are
foreign anyway. Online places like HobbyKing.com
(USA Warehouse), MotionRC.com, and
TowerHobbies.com are reliable companies that I
have worked with in the past.
How do you know if the lipo has reached its useful life?
Do you suspect that your lipo is losing power? Here is
how to check. This useful little device will check each
cell (up to 4 cell maximum) UNDER LOAD to see if it’s
performing well or not. I noted this device earlier but
here is more detailed info.

This was me last fun fly. Fortunately, no one
lost a plane at the Spring fun fly. I think we
had five pilots and everyone seemed to have
a good time. The weather cooperated for us
in the morning hours/.

This device will light up a green LED for each cell over
3.3v and a red LED for each cell below 3.3v. It’s very
useful to plug into the balancing tap of your battery
while installed in your plane (or heli or ???) and then
throttle it up to max and see if a cell goes from green to
red within the first few seconds. If it does, you have a
bad cell in the battery pack and you have reached the
end of the lipo life cycle.
Last note about lipos is that they LOVE to be balance
charged. I’ve read stats that a balanced lipo can be
used through 600 charge cycles whereas a nonbalanced charged lipo can fail after only 100 charge
cycles. So invest in a balance charger to get the most
from your batteries.
Always Fly Two Mistakes High!

APRIL FUN FLY

Below is listed the winners of each event.
Dice Roll
1st. James Lemon
2nd. Mike Laible
3rd. Russell Shanks

by Michael Laible

Dead Stick Landing
1st Russell Shanks
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2nd. James Lemon
3rd. Cecil Sorrels

each wheel well by applying 6 ounce
fiberglass cloth to the area in and around
each main landing gear, using 30-minunte
epoxy. Finally, I painted the wheel well with
zinc chromate to simulate the primer used on
aluminum components.

7-11
1st. Cecil Sorrels
2nd. Mike Laible
3rd. Herman Burton
Mike Samano of Samanos Hobbies handing
out shirts and other goodies. The prizes were
gift cards from Samano Hobbies which Mike
gave us a discount on. Thanks a bunch
Mike.

Hope to see everyone at the next one.

HAWKER SEA FURY MK II
by Herman Burton

The Hawker Sea Fury construction continues,
and the one-piece wing is complete, as
shown in the first photo below. The wing
measures 65” long. Each aileron has its own
servo, and the split flaps also are powered by
separate servos. The cut outs for the
retractable landing gear are visible. I have
removed the retracts for ease of handling,
while I was joining the outer wing panels to
the wing center section. The joints where
these panels are joined show clearly in the
photograph. The wing outer panels are
installed at a 5 degree dihedral, with the
center section perfectly flat. I strengthened

I had mentioned in last month’s article I was
going to use Robart electric retracts for this
plane. They were ordered, installed and
operate very nicely. I was told by Robart the
electric motors for the retracts would deploy
them in less than 5 seconds, which I thought
was a nice scale time span. However, I found
that at 6 volts (I am using a separate retract
battery to make sure I do not drain the main
flight battery) the actual deployment/retract
time is about 8 seconds. This is slightly
longer than I had thought it would be, but
even so, the appearance is much improved
over the pneumatic retracts I have used in the
past. The next photo below shows the first
retract in place, with the sheeting of the
underside of the wing cut out. A small
electric control panel is furnished with the
retracts, which is the orange and black
rectangular object sitting on the wing. The
wheel well covers are vacuum formed to
exactly fit the contour of the underside of the
wing. The last photo shows the retracts with
wheel well covers in place, and they fit nice
and snug to the sheeting of the underside of
the wing.
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of the two pieces of the flaps was a tedious
chore, but trial and error finally achieved a
satisfactory fit. I like to use flaps on landing,
and if I use the entire 2” flap downward
deployment upon landing, I will need extra
power to keep from stalling. 
That’s all for this month. Happy landings!

I have used Robart Robo-struts with this
plane. I prefer the appearance rather than a
3/16” steel wire landing gear. I like both the
functional oleo of the gear, plus the shock
absorber functioning of the Robo-struts. On
many of my landings, I need all the help I can
get!
The wing and all of its components are now
complete, and the fuselage will be the next
major item to build. I am considering
fiberglassing the wing before I start building
the fuselage to break up the sequence of
construction. I have found that if I do all the
glassing at one time, the mechanical sanding
(by hand!) at the various stages of
preparation are quite tiring.
The split flaps turned out quite nice. Trying to
get an exact 5 degree bend in the joiner wire
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Upcoming Events
May 23-24
June 7
June 7-8
June 13-14
June 13-15
June 28
Sept 18-20

North LA Warbird
MonavilleWarbird, all sizes
Texas Scale, Ft. Worth
TCRC Big Bird
Warbirds over Texas
Rosenberg Big Bird
B-17 Monaville

Club Officers
President:
Mike Laible

281-474-1255(H)
713-542-0987 (Cell)
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net

Vice-President:
Jerry Litjen
Treasurer:
Dave Hoffman
Secretary:
Kent Stromberg
Membership Committee
Herman Burton
Safety Officer:
Dave Bacque

713-253-9887 (Cell)
281-479-1945(W)
832-689-620(Cell)

Articles and Want Ads may be submitted to
the Editor, MikeLaible at
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net
To get the newsletter via e-mail go to
http://www.jscrcc.com/ and click on the
"Subscribe to Newsletter". Once you have
subscribed, you will automatically receive a
confirmation email that you must reply to get
the newsletter each month. After you confirm
you are on the newsletter email list. If you
have any questions concerning the web site,
e-mail Randy Collier at
webmaster@jscrcc.com or Mike Laible at
mrlaible@sbcglobal.net

Club Homepage
http://www.jscrcc.com

ITEMS OF INTEREST

281-480-0095(H)
281-724-3762(W)
281-474-7133(H)

Supported Special Interest Groups:
SAM Chapter 82, Membership, Don White,
white1962@sbcglobal.net, 281 883-9159.

281-486-1695(H)

Instructors
Chief Instructor:
Dave Hoffman:
Fixed:
Mike Laible:
James Lemon:
Clay Bare:
Herman Burton:
Dave Bacque:
Tom Altmyer

832-689-6201 (Cell)
713-542-0987 (Cell)
832-385-4779
281-488-2992
281-474-7133
832-216-2566
713 591 2859

Heli& Fixed:
Brian Campopiano: 832-524-9590 (H)
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